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ABSTRACT

Speech synthesis of nasal and non�nasal speech sounds
are studied on the basis of an improved model where a
nasal tract is included in the vocal tract� The transfer
function of the model is analysed� Because of the closure
of the oral tract� the three�port adaptor at the velum is
reduced to a two�port adaptor� so that the model pa�
rameters can be estimated by inverse �ltering from the
speech signal� Moreover this method is applied to inves�
tigate nasalization of vowels�

� Introduction

The speech signal can be reproduced in a number of
ways� The acoustic model of the vocal tract� which in�
corporates the physiological and physical constraints of
the human speech production mechanism and is able to
improve the naturalness of synthetic speech� is an attrac�
tive way� Since the early attempts��� ��� a good speech
quality of the nasal sounds� which requires a pole�zero
model has not been achieved by acoustic models using
the oral tract alone�
In this paper the multi�tube model is improved by

coupling a nasal tract� in which the velum is represented
by a time varying three�port�adaptor� The transfer func�
tion is derived� then its properties are studied� so that
this model can be used for the synthesis of nasal and
non�nasal sounds� The inverse �ltering method and an
optimization algorithm are used to obtain an estima�
tion of the parameters of nasal and vocal tract and of
the velum�

� Analysis of the Extended Model

The model ��� is extended by coupling the nasal tract
at the velum� This model is adapted to produce nasals
and non�nasal speech sounds�

��� Improved Model for Nasal Sounds

In the production of the nasal consonants �m�� �n� and
���� the velum is lowered to couple the nasal tract to the

vocal tract� while the oral tract is closed and its length
depends on the nasal consonant� In this case the con�g�
uration of the vocal tract is characterized as shown in
Fig� �� where the oral tract is represented by two tubes	
the number of sections of the �rst tube is �� while for
the second tube is n�
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Fig� � Tube model for production of nasals�
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Fig� � corresponding discrete�time system

The corresponding discrete system of this model is
shown in Fig��� The transfer function of the vocal tract
will be characterized by a set of resonances and anti�
resonances� Fig� � shows that the discrete time tubes
are connected by two� and three�port adaptors� where
the � are the attenuation coe
cients� The two�port
adaptor can be described by the transfer and by the
scattering matrix ���� The three�port�adaptor at the
velume can be described by a � � � scattering matrix



from the continuity equations for pressure and �ow�
The scattering matrix for the �ow is
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where the Sg � Sm and Sn are the three cross�sectional
areas of the pharynx� the mouth cavity and the nose
cavity at the velum�

Because the oral tract is closed in front� the pressure
at the closure is maximumand the acoustic wave is com�
pletely re�ected� namely A�  B�� and we obtain
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z��T�� � z��T��
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where T��� T�� and T�� are elements of the scattering
transfer matrix of the closed oral tract� Therefore the
�x� scattering matrix at the velum can be reduced to a
�x� matrix
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�TDD is a �x� matrix	 the elements of it are polynomi�
als� S�� is the element of the �x� scattering matrix at
the velum and r� is the re�ection coe
cient of the oral
tract at the velum junction� So the implementation of
a three�port�adaptor can be directly expressed not by a
�x� matrix but by a �x� matrix� Therefore we make use
of the inverse �lter of the model shown in Fig� �� The
transfer function can be derived as follows
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where �Ti �i � ������� are the scattering transfer matrices
of pharynx and nasal cavity� while the velum and the
simpli�ed oral tract are included in �TDD�
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Fig� � the inverse �lter of the model

It is clear that the vocal tract model is changed into a
pole�zero model� if the nasal tract is coupled to the vocal
tract� After the parameters of the model are estimated�
we can calculate the zero locations from the polynomial�
which is the numerator of the transfer function����

z����n����zn�� � r�S��z
n � r�z � S���  �� ���

This eqation shows� that zero locations are determined
by the position of the velum and the con�guration of
the oral tract�

��� Model for Non�Nasal Speech Sounds

If the cross�sectional area Sm of the oral tract at the
velum is decreased to zero� then the oral tract is elimi�
nated� It can be shown that the reduced two�port adap�
tor �TD becomes
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This is a scattering transfer matrix and the transfer
function becomes
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having only poles and the remaining model is an all�
pole�model�

� Estimation of the Parameters and Synthe�

sizer

The sampling frequency is chosen to be � kHz so that
each elementary tube of the model is �� mm long� The
system for speech synthesis is composed of �� tubes�
The pharynx between glottis and velum consists of �ve
tubes and the nasal tract has seven tubes� The length
of the tubes for the oral tract is chosen according to the
nasal consonant�
For each section two parameters � and r have to be esti�
mated� while there are three parameters for the reduced



three�port adaptor�
The model parameters for speech synthesis are anal�
ysed and optimized from natural speech� The method
is based on the minimization of the signal power behind
each section in the cascade of the inverse �lter ���� The
parameters of the reduced three�port adaptor are esti�
mated by an adaptive algorithm ����
To get a good speech quality it is important to use a
sythesizer structure which is strictly inverse to the ana�
lyzer�

� Results and Discussion

We choose ��� cm as the length of the oral tract for
the nasal �m� that is closed at the lips corresponding to
three tube sections� Fig� � shows the fourier spectrum
and the magnitude response ��� of the nasal � m � � It
indicates that the nasal � m � has �ve resonances� The
magnitude response shows two antiresonances located
at ��� Hz and ���� Hz	 the antiresonance at ��� Hz can
be seen from the group delay curve�
We can calculate zero locations by using the estimated
parameters from equation ���� The result indicates that
there are three zeros� conjugate complex zeros z��� 
�����e�j����

o

located at ��� Hz and a zero z�  ������
at ���� Hz� We can see that the spectrum of the speech
signal is in good coincidence with the spectrum of a
synthesized speech signal shown in Fig� ��

Fig� � Magnitude of the transfer function of the nasal
�m� �dotted line� and related fourier spectrum�

Fig� � Spectrum of the synthesized signal for the nasal
�m��

The oral tract length for the nasal � n �� in which a clo�
sure is formed at the middle of the oral tract� is chosen
as ��� cm corresponding to two tube sections� The an�
alytic results are displayed in Fig� �� The nasal � n �
has also �ve resonances and a conjugate complex zero
at ���� Hz� which can be detected from the group delay
of the frequency response�

Fig� � Magnitude of the frequency response for the
nasal �n� �dotted line� and spectrum of synthesized

speech signal�

Nasalization of the vowels has been produced by in�
serting a pole�zero pairs near the �rst resonance ���	 this
implies that the coupling of the nasal tract to the vocal
tract results in pole�zero pairs in the transfer function�
We have also analysed nasalizations by using the trans�
fer function ���� In this case the reduced three�port



Fig� � Results of the nasalization �i�� a� magnitude of
the frequency response �dotted line� and fourier

spectrum	 b� and c� Magnitude and group delay of
frequency response of the improved model�

adaptor �TD describes antiresonances and resonances in�
troducing zeros in the transfer function	 if the oral tract
has two tubes� namely� n  �� pole�zero pairs are intro�
duced by the reduced three�port adaptor �TD�
Fig� � presents as an example for nasalization the

vowel �i�� Fig� � a� shows the fourier spectrum and the

magnitude response of the all�pole model� It indicates
that the fourier spectrum has �ve resonances� but the
magnitude response of the all�pole model displays only
four �dotted line�� The magnitude and group delay of
the frequency response of the improved model in Fig� �
b� and � c� show that pole�zero pairs appear at ���� Hz
in comparison to the result of the all�pole model�

The results display that this method can be applied
for speech synthesis with good quality of nasal� and non�
nasal speech sounds resulting in a considerable improve�
ment as compared to the results of usual all�pole tech�
niques�
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